
  The realization of the originating idea of creating a ”non-aggressive” cross-cultural  

environment inside a piece of music turned out to be a failure because during the process of writing 

the piece, I consistently kept failing to remove my compositional personality from the creative 

process. In its original form, the piece was going to be a clash of cultural identities governed by the 

performers who would take control over the musical material working within each identity. In an 

attempt to gain a better understanding of each identity, I studied what appeared to me as its “iconic” 

repertoire. In retrospect, I realize that this approach, with all of its good intentions, worked against 

my original concept of the piece. The further I progressed in my studies, the more specific my musical 

ideas became, leading to an increased control over the material coming from me as opposed to the 

performers I wanted to work with. As a result, the piece, which originally resembled Morris' concept 

of a meta-composition became a fully-notated work of what some could call “concert western 

music”. What continued to stay faithful to the original vision is the piece's non-western 

instrumentation and perhaps just a little bit more indeterminacy in the musical material than what 

one could find in most of my other pieces.  

    As I kept working, I started to gain an increased awareness of the complexity of my original 

idea for this piece. I slowly started arriving at the conclusion that, while it might be possible in some 

cases, it is certainly impossible in my case to fully refuse exerting control over the material. If we strip 

the idea down to its very basics, we could already draw a conclusion that the most basic governing 

element of the compositional process (which in this case was to find an interesting group of musical 

cultures and put them together) could already be considered as an assertion of my own power 

statement influencing everything that followed no matter what my intentions were. This realization 

made me abandon my original Utopian idea of the cross-cultural altruistic sound environment. 

Instead, I accepted my inevitable control over the piece, and started searching for ways in which 

(while still being the governor) I could give certain elements of power to the players and their styles 

over one another, and navigate their mutual influences in a meaningful way. 

 The piece's musical material is drawn directly from the performance practice of each 

performer, and deployed in the instrumental pairs. The pairing is dependent upon the workings of 

the instruments and the influence that they create upon the structure of the piece. The overall 

sequence of the pairs presents itself as follows (starting from the most influential): 

1. Overtone singing with the chapareke – the overtone series made evident by vocal resonance 

is the most prominent melodic element of each of these and determined their pairing. The 

two appear as the most influential as thanks to their nature, the overtone series became the 

basis for all of the pitch material in the piece. The overtone singer's part is always in the 

foreground. The chapareke part appears as a background only when the overtone singer is 

featured as a soloist and never as a supporting part for any of the other instruments. 

2. Pipa with Marimba – no elements of these two instruments have a direct influence upon the 

structure or basic musical material of the piece. Structurally, their parts are of secondary 

importance. The pointillist nature of the sharp attack and decay of their sound production 

functions as a contrasting material to the fluid nature of singing and bowing on the 

chapareke. Within the pair, however, the marimba plays a supportive role to the pipa as 

most of the motivic material of the pair is generated from my observation of the musical 

gestures from the pipa repertoire. The pair also provides the contrasting contribution of 

equal-tempered tuning to the natural tuning of the overtone series in the Khoomei and the 

chapareke.  

3. Steel Pans and Gamelan – the instruments are chosen purely for their timbre making the 

parts function mostly as coloristic embellishments to the piece. The least amount of effort 

has been given by me to understand the workings of those instruments and their 

corresponding cultural identities, which lead to some issues with the Gamelan usage (that I 

will discuss below). The gamelan, however, having the musically least involved part, is in 



direct control over the “tonal center” of the piece as the fundamental note for the overtone 

series (and consequently the “pedal tone” of the overtone singer and the tuning of the 

chapareke string) is dictated by the tuning of the specific gamelan set involved. In the case of 

Wesleyan's gamelan set, the approximate pitch of the gong suwukan labeled no. 1 on the 

scale matches something between C and Db but closer to Db according to my ear. Hence, the 

entire harmonic structure of the piece was written in accordance with the overtone series of 

Db. The relative tuning system of the gamelan with often approximate and/or detuned 

character of the bass steel pan's notes provides yet another contrast to the very specific 

tunings of the overtone series and equal-temperament of the other two pairs. 

 

 Having some of these relationships apparent from the early stages of the work, and some of 

them becoming clearer as the composition progressed, the piece materialized as a fairly specific set 

of instructions in spatial notation. Consequently, the piece requires people who are more or less 

fluent in reading western notation, which is another aspect that retreats from the original idea of a 

non-westernized musical environment. Nevertheless, I do not consider the piece a failure in terms of 

its musical and compositional values, and do not hold any nostalgia for abandoning its originating 

concept. Rather, I consider the whole process as an instructive way of understanding my own musical 

personality in my attempts at loosening its egocentric elements and understanding the vast varieties 

of my musical influences that I am constantly interested in exploring.  

 It became clear to me after taking my time to look at the piece in retrospect that I took a 

different approach towards each of the six ensemble parts, which influenced the final musical 

outcome of each part as well as its relationship towards the issue of ethnocentrism and cultural 

appropriation. Each of the parts has its specific identity that is in dialogue with my understanding of 

its musical and cultural source material, and each provides a contrasting topic for discussion. In the 

following paragraphs of this article I will discuss the structure of influences, musical sources, usage of 

appropriation, and genealogies of each of the instrumental and vocal parts of Village of Control in an 

attempt to further examine my failure in realizing its original idea. 

 

The overtone singer. 

 The idea of writing a piece for an unusual combination of non-western instruments appeared 

to me quickly after I entered Wesleyan University's composition program and gained an exposure to 

the variety of musical styles that the students present here. However, the clear idea for the piece 

formulated after the first time I got exposed to khoomei (overtone singing). I came across the style 

for the first time through an interaction with Andrew Colwell, a doctoral student in the Wesleyan 

ethnomusicology program. He became fluent in singing khoomei after a two-year residency in 

Mongolia. My first encounter was when Andrew taught it to me in an informal tutorial session. Thus, 

the first time I heard overtone singing was live and through the process of trying to do it myself. 

When I started to be able to imitate the style (to some degree) and finally emphasized an overtone, I 

became interested in various artists from Mongolia and Tuva and became quite fond of their music. I 

decided that the piece I would write would be a kind of “song” for an overtone singer and an 

ensemble of non-western instruments that I labeled as a “world music ensemble”. Shortly after that I 

approached Andrew, asking if he would be interested in participating in the project. He agreed. 

 Since the piece was shaping as a solo feature for the overtone singer, I decided to give his 

part a fair amount of freedom. Various passages are often indicated by verbal instructions that 

specify the range of the overtone spectrum and an indication of the density appropriate for the 



passage (fig. 1). The listening I did from Andrew's recommendations helped to guide my imagination 

for the type of music that the improvised passages would contain. With that in mind, I created the 

ensemble parts in those overtone singer-featured sections as an extremely simple accompaniment 

that helped sustain the overtone singer's pedal tone with occasional ornamentation. The overtone 

singer's part is the most featured, and the least specified of all of the ensemble parts, and, 

consequently, the most congruent with the original conception of the piece. With the vague 

character of the specifications that guide the improvisation, the overtone singer's performance 

practice becomes the element that controls much of the overall musical material in the sections 

where it is featured (3:50''-4:35'', 4:35''-5:20'', 5:20''-6:05'', 6:05''-7:00'', 8:04''-8:28'', 8:29''-8:39'').       

fig. 1 (an example of an improvised passage featuring the overtone singer, 3:50''-4:35'') 

  

 A contrasting section appears in the passage from 7:20'' to 8:00'' where the overtone singer's 

part is in unison with the steel pans with the pan player cueing each note in the passage (fig. 2). This 

is the only time another instrument is in control of the overtone singer's musical material. However, 

even in this section the overtone singer is still the featured voice singing in very powerful xarxiraa 

style multiplied dynamically by singing into the microphone through cupped hands
1
.   

 

Fig. 2 (Ovrt. Sing. and st. pans duo, 7:20''-8:04''). 

 

                                                             
1 An explanation of xarxiraa in the performance notes of the score. 



 Further passages of the overtone singer's part include the improvised featured sections 

similar to the ones discussed above and a more specifically notated duo with the chapareke player 

(fig. 3).  

Fig. 3 (overtone singer and chapareke duo, 9:20''-9:50'').  

  

 The duo section highlights the relationship of the overtone singer with the chapareke. In the 

other sections of the piece the chapareke mostly accompanied the overtone singer's part. In this one 

section the two voices clearly work as equals, which brings out their common dependence upon the 

harmonic series as the source of all of their melodic possibilities.    

 

The chapareke.  

 The relationship of the chapareke with my compositional process is somewhat special on a 

few planes. I have learned to play the instrument myself, so consequently I have some practical 

knowledge of its workings and possibilities. However, my initial encounter with the instrument and 

its cosmology was not through its original cultural background. I have learned about the chapareke 

from my classmate Omar Fraire. Omar's connection to the instrument is as an artifact that was the 

focus of the artistic project called Chapareke Hidrocálido that he developed with his friend and 

colleague Rolando Lopez (Fraire, 3-4). Therefore, my understanding and influence of the musical 

material I realized for the chapareke was navigated through my familiarity with Omar's and Roland's 

work, which itself appropriates and recontextualizes this instrument. That relationship created an 

interesting dynamic in the context of the cultural appropriation of the chapareke in Village of 

Control. 

 Chapareke Hidrocálido is a project hosted at Guggenheim Aguascalientes, a fictional museum 

created by Lopez on the toxic waste dump in Aguascalientes in Mexico, where the metal foundry of 

Solomon Guggenheim used to reside. Researching the historical linguistic habits of Aguascalientes 

people, Lopez found a passage in literature that lead to the creation of Chapareke Hidrocálido. The 

passage describes an encounter of journalist Fructuoso Lopez (who wrote articles against the bad 

treatment of the foundry's workers) with a peasant who played an instrument that from the 

description appeared similar to the chapareke. The sound was produced by plucking the strings and 

modulating the tone with the mouth.  

 The body of the instrument that Fraire and Lopez made was carved out of the root of a tree 

that was cut down by the Mexican government to make room for an extension avenue intended to 

be built there out of the foundry's toxic waste. This form of the chapareke is contrasted with the 

traditional chapareke made from the dried stem of a maguey flower.  



  My process of thinking about how the chapareke was going to fit into the soundworld of 

Village of Control was shaped by my experiments with the instrument that were influenced by its 

development in the context of Chapareke Hidrocálido. Further, the musical content of the chapareke 

in the context of my piece is meant to work in direct correlation with the overtone singer's part as 

well as the nature of overtone singing as it is. Thus my decision to use the violin bow throughout the 

piece; bowing provides the sustained drone sound coming from the chapareke string that serves as 

the pedal tone from which the overtone series melodies are created just like in overtone singing. 

Naturally then, the main string of the chapareke is tuned to the fundamental note of the overtone 

singer. The majority of the passages contain sustaining that fundamental tone and making melodies 

out of the overtone series in more or less specified ways (fig. 4). My notation for the chapareke in a 

way resembles tabulature as it specifies the movement of the mouth in relation with the production 

of the overtones resulting from the string tuned in dependence with the overtone singer (and 

ultimately with the specific pitch of gong Ageng in the gamelan). The two staff lines represent the 

two strings needed to execute the piece. In the sense of specifying the action produced on the 

instrument, my notation resembles Fraire's, however it's not nearly as specific as his in the aspects of 

performance practice other than the production of the overtones.   

Fig. 4 (an example of the chapareke passage, 0:25''-0:55''). 

  

 Examples from the piece that involve techniques other than regular bowing include: 

overpressure bowing technique, traditional plucking technique, and tremolo scrubs on the string 

with a threaded metal rod (fig. 5). The chapareke is amplified throughout the piece using a miniature 

condenser microphone (the chapareke amplification technique developed by Fraire).  

Fig. 5 (overpressure, plucking, tremolo with the rod, 0:24'', 3:15'', 6:50'') 

  

 The development of the extended techniques in the chapareke part, and the general 

approach to the possibilities of its sound production is in dialogue with the specific musical material 

being generated in accordance with the overtone singer's part. Hence, the chapareke part in Village 

of Control is governed exclusively by the cultural contexts outside of its origins yet with some 

correlations to the nature of its sound production as it is. 

 

 



The pipa. 

 In contrast to with the chapareke and overtone singing, I was aware of the pipa and some of 

its heritage before arriving at Wesleyan. It was here though where I met Wan Yeung, an experienced 

pipa player who entered Wesleyan's ethnomusicology graduate program the same year as I entered 

the composition program. My occasional exposures to his performances made me aware of his 

performance skills and inspired me to ask him if he would perform in the piece to allow me to  

include pipa in its instrumentation.       

 The creation of the part was governed by my observation of Wan's performance practice as 

well as the listening to traditional pipa repertoire performed by contemporary players. What I've 

learned from my various conversations with Wan is that the pipa training in China is quite similar to 

Euro-American conservatory training. The training involves proficiency in reading Western notation, 

practicing techniques and familiarity with Western classical music styles (Wan mentioned to me that 

this expectation extended to bel canto).  

 Wan's teachers were all conservatory trained. What I learned from his descriptions is that 

Chinese conservatories seem to adhere to the Western model even though they have elements of 

traditional Chinese music in their curricula. This is apparent in Wan's playing with its high technical 

skills, comfort in the ensemble collaboration, high virtuosity and degree of practical unfamiliarity 

with improvisation. In response, his part is more specifically notated than the other instrumental 

parts. Certain less specific elements were also presented with specifically notated examples to 

facilitate the learning process. One instance is in the passage from 7:00'' to 7:20'', where the 

specification “repeat with variation” was demonstrated with specific examples included with the pipa 

part on a separate sheet of paper (fig. 6). After our brief conversation, Wan explained to me that 

improvisation and indeterminacy are not typical of pipa training, which I found congruent with the 

classical training at Western conservatories where proficiency in reading staff notation is more highly 

regarded than proficiency in improvisation (except for perhaps the early music, organ and 

contemporary music studies).          

Fig. 6 (repeat with variations section as presented with specific examples, 7:00''-7:20''). 

 

 There are two basic gestural elements that shaped most of the pipa material in the piece that 

I observed through my listening to the pipa repertoire. The first one is the extensive usage of 

repetition of a single note as means of sustaining the sound and creating a smooth legato-like 

phrasing for passages that proceed through a stream of long rhythmic values. An interesting aspect 

of this technique is that the repeated notes do not seem to adhere to the principal of tremolo often 

being executed as fast as possible. Rather, the repetitions are countable and often fitting into larger 

beat structures in the metrically regular way. For example if a melodic line proceeds in half notes (in 

the tempo of let's say quarter note = 120) it seems as a pipa player would often play the passage in 

sixteenth notes repeating each half note melodic pitch eight times. This, and other forms of repeated 

single note that I observed in the listening became a catalyst for the extensive usage of metrically 

stable single note repetitions in the pipa part (that also influenced its paired marimba part) (fig. 7). 



Fig. 7 (different ways of using the repeated note pattern in the pipa and marimba parts, 1:30''-2:00'', 3:50''-4:35'', 9:50''-

9:56''). 

 

 The second musical element I observed in my pipa repertoire listening is what Wan once 

called “the signature pipa chord”. It is a simple arpeggiated chord that reflects the interval tuning of 

the instrument (4
th

, maj 2
nd

, 4
th

 ). The gesture I have heard many times from different pipa pieces was 

an arpeggiated grace note at a loud dynamic leading to the strum of the full chord providing a great 

sense of arrival and grounding in the musical material. I used this element in the same way: as a 

grounding and arrival gesture before some of the phrases that included the extended overtone 

singing-featured section (fig. 8). 

 

Fig. 8 (the “signature pipa chord” in the context of the arrival at one of the overtone singer-featured sections, 4:35''-5:20'') 



 

 The elements of repeated notes and sharp, strong gestures have made the pipa part (and, to 

some degree, the marimba part as well) contrasting with the more fluid overtone singer and 

chapareke pair. The pipa-marimba pair with its rhythmic liveliness, sharp timbre of tone production 

and equal temperament tuning provides an element of dialogue for the leading overtone singer-

chapareke pair. However, the genealogy of how those pairs were created is somewhat similar. Each 

pair originated from the observation of the traditional performance practice and repertoire of the 

leading instrument (overtone singer in the first pair, and pipa in the second pair) with the musical 

material of the secondary instrument of a pair being constructed in accordance with the leading one.       

 

The marimba. 

 Being a classically trained Western percussionist, I did not treat the marimba as a foreign 

element requiring musical or cultural studies. Having the practice of marimba playing embedded 

deeply in my musical training, I considered the instrument “my own” and consequently didn't give 

much thought to its cross-cultural role in the piece. I based its musical material entirely upon the 

musical relationships with other ensemble parts. 

 As previously mentioned, the pointillist nature of marimba's sound production and its 

inability to naturally sustain sound was the reason to pair it with the pipa material. Both instruments 

share that similarity of sound production and equal tempered tuning. Their pairing would allow equal 

temperament to be separated from the unequal tuning systems of the rest of the ensemble.  

 The marimba shares the musical material with pipa in every instance except the extended 

overtone singer-featured sections where it provides a drone of a doubled perfect fifth with the lower 

pitch being the fundamental note of the used overtone series. The drone helps to sustain the 

fundamental note and covers the discontinuity in the cases where the singer needs to take a breath. 

Further, the perfect fifths enrich the underlying sound of the harmonic structure as they make the 

third partial appear in the drone instead of just the fundamental note alone (fig. 9) 

 

Fig. 9 (the usage of the marimba fundamental and third partial drone, 3:50''-4:35'').  

 

 



The bass steel pans. 

 The choice of the bass steel pans for the piece was a purely aesthetic one based on my 

previous practical encounters with this instrument. The opportunities I had to briefly examine its 

sound qualities made me fond of its unusual metallic bass sound with the pitch specificity being often 

ambiguous. I have had the sound in mind for a while, and decided that it would be a good 

opportunity to use it.  

 The background of the instrument fits with the idea of using the non-western music 

ensemble for the piece but because the sound qualities were the only aspect of it I was interested in 

exploring, my knowledge of its cultural background remained minuscule. Similarly to the marimba, I 

treated steel drums with the correspondence to their assimilation with the Western percussion 

world where they appear every once in a while. An interesting example of such appearance in 

Western music is in the seventh movement of the orchestral version of Notations by Pierre Boulez. I 

had a privilege to perform the steel drum part as a member of the Lucerne Festival Academy 

Orchestra on a concert during the Lucerne Festival in the summer 2015. My encounter with the 

instrument in this particular setting provoked my later attitude towards it as a member of the 

Western percussion assembly.  

 The large portion of the steel drum part consists of the reinforcement of the sense of arrival 

in the overtone singer-featured sections. Those parts include the struck “down beat” note on the 

pitch of the fundamental with occasional freely-pitched falling figures that lead to it (fig. 10). 

 The two instances of different usage include the passage of disjunct single notes in the 

opening section of the piece (fig. 11) and the previously discussed short duo with the overtone singer 

(see fig. 2).   

 

Fig. 10 (falling figure with the arrival, 3:49''-3:50''). 

 

 



Fig. 11 (disjunct single notes passage on the bass steel pans, 0:08''-0:20'').  

 

The gamelan. 

 The usage of the gamelan similarly to steel pans was determined solely by its sound values. 

From my previous encounters with the gamelan I was especially drawn to the dark and ritualistic 

sound of the lowest gongs and the bell-like, reverberant sound of the gender. Hence, those are the 

gamelan instruments I used in Village of Control.      

 The sound-focused usage of the gamelan in the piece, just like with the example of steel 

pans, has created in me a lack of interest for the cultural inquiry of this instrument at the time I was 

writing the piece. Further, the simplicity of the musical material made it unnecessary to have a 

performer with previous experience in the gamelan performance practice or even with percussion 

playing per se. Therefore, I did not search for a performer with any cultural or technical background 

in the gamelan music but rather I just asked a first person that I thought would agree to realize the 

part. However, as with the steel pans cultural sensitivity was not a problem, the usage of gamelan 

created a set of cultural issues that arose after the premiere of the piece.  

 Unaware of the gamelan's cultural specifics, I guided my performer to play the part in 

standing position to be more comfortable in performance. The suggestion arose from my previous 

attempts to realize the part myself as I was working on the piece. At the time I was not aware of the 

treatment of the gamelan set by the Javanese people as an object inherited by supernatural power 

thus acquiring the nature of a kind of divinity. Hence, the playing position of standing over the 

instrument is here considered a great disrespect to its heritage. Further, the musical material I used 

in the piece is of a loud nature, which is unfitting with the calm character of the Javanese gamelan 

music (which I found out from my later conversation about the issue with Sumarsam). The treatment 

of the Javanese gamelan as Chinese gongs with the large gongs struck harshly could potentially be 

dangerous for the instrument as the Javanese gamelan gongs are made of a very thin steel. 

Sumarsam instructed me to use Balinese gamelan for the future performances of the piece as the 

nature of those instruments allows for the loud sound production with the Balinese music being of a 

much louder and harsher character to the Javanese. His suggestions together with the cultural 

background I gained after the initial realization of the piece are now included in the performance 

notes section in the score of the piece to avoid future conflicts.  

 Incidentally the musical nature of the gamelan in the pieceis in a way congruent with some of 

the aspects of the traditional gamelan music. An example is the usage of the large gongs as indicators 

for the beginnings of new phrases that stress the points of arrival in the subsequent sections of the 

piece (fig. 12). Similarly, in traditional gamelan music the largest gongs mark the beginnings and 

endings of the longer gendhing sections and give the feeling of balance to the structure of the piece. 

Perhaps the reason for such usage of the gamelan gongs on my part came from my previous listening 

exposures to the Javanese gamelan music as well as the general nature of the large gongs that I think 

naturally provokes this kind of musical thinking. However, the largest gongs are not the only ones 

that mark the beginnings of the phrases in Village of Control. Occasionally this role is also given to 

the gender, which in that case is contrasting with the traditional usage of this instrument in the 

gamelan music.  



Fig. 12 (examples of the beginnings of the sections of the piece marked by gong suwukan and gender; beginning, 0:25''-

0:55'', 0:55''-1:30'', 3:50''-4:35'', 7:00''-7:20'') 

 

 Further musical usage of the gamelan includes occasional colloristic embellishments on 

gender (fig. 13).  

 

Fig. 13 (coloristic embellishments on gender).  

 

 Village of Control evolved considerably from the inception of its original idea. Its universality 

was compromised by its means of delivery. Its “musical global village” Utopia destroyed with the 

unharnessed hunger for controlling the musical material. Its diversity of influences highlights the 

concept of knowledge versus ignorance that leads to the desire for even more control in the case of 

the former and potential cultural conflicts in the case of the later. Its cross-references between the 

instrumental parts remain a topic for discussion in the pursuit of the greater understanding of 

musical context and historical heritage that often proves itself as inescapable from in one way or 

another 


